CCTS Research Commons is designed to sharpening science and accelerate the pace of discovery, thereby improving health and healthcare access in our region.

- **BERD** provides study design and data analysis consultations
- Education related to scientific rigor and FAIR data principles

- **CCTS Informatics** enables access to clinical summary data
- Data integration platforms with development space and dissemination tools
- Study design and data analytics

- The **CCTS Panels Program** leverages community scholarship across the CCTS Partner Network to sharpen applications and invite networking

- **CCTS Funding Programs** aim to foster the development of our workforce through collaboration, team science and innovative discovery.

CCTS Research Commons interconnects with All CCTS Domains, empowering investigators to traverse the translational research spectrum. Funding programs are tied back to the people of our region through the **CCTS Engagement of Communities**.